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a unique bacterial-laden solid, combining a high bacterial count 
with slow release technology for use in degrading organic waste in 
grease traps
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ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL SOLID FORMULATIONS

overview
EVOZYME BIO-BRICK is a slow dissolve, bacterial-laden solid for use 
in degrading organic waste in grease traps. The safe, naturally-occurring 
bacteria are present in high numbers to handle difficult organic problems. 
The unique brick will gradually dissolve over a 35 - 120 day period, which 
allows for continuous treatment and degradation of waste. The naturally-
occurring bacteria contained in the brick will reduce odor, sludge, fats, oils 
and grease buildup.

applications

   EVOZYME BIO-BRICK

2lb Brick  - 25L - 100L grease traps

5lb Brick  - 150L - 500L grease traps

10lb Brick - 500L - 1500L grease traps

30lb Brick - 2000L - 5000L grease traps

Larger traps may require multiple bricks

degradation flow rates when using 
Evozyme BIO-BRICK

greatly reduces labor time

reduces hydrogen sulfide

reduces sludge build-up

breaks down fat and grease build-up

eliminates malodors at source

degrades a wide range of complex organics

enhances BOD/COD removal 

cost-effective & easy to use

 
no special equipment needed 

increases system efficiency 

contains no chemicals 

changes biomass dynamics
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   EVOZYME MULTIPURPOSE CONCENTRATE 10X

Hard surface cleaners 

a multi-purpose bacterial concentrate that may be used for onward manufacture of 

products for a variety of applications; formulated with a non-ionic surfactant which 

provides excellent detergency, flexibility and minimum sensitivity to water hardness.   

www.genesisbiosciences.com

ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL LIQUID FORMULATIONS

overview

Evogen Multipurpose Concentrate 10X is a multi-purpose 
bacterial concentrate that may be used for onward manufacture 
of products for a variety of applications.  The product is formulated 
with a non-ionic surfactant which provides excellent detergency, 
flexibility and minimum sensitivity to water hardness.   

The bacterial package used in this product series is a synergistic 
blend of multiple strains of Bacillus spores, all of which have 
been selected for rapid degradation capabilities in a wide range 
of environmental conditions.   

Evogen Multipurpose Concentrate 10X can be used to 
manufacture a variety of industrial, institutional and household 
products.  

applications

technical features of Evozyme Multipurpose Concentrate 10X

genesis biosciences quality controlled manufacturing process 
ensures high degree of product purity

specifically selected, highly effective, multi-strain bacterial 
formula for synergistic (complimentary) action of the different 
bacteria to maximize product effectiveness

all strains are EEC Class 1; product contains bacillus bacteria 
in 100% spore form for extended product life

use to manufacture an environmentally-responsible yet highly 
effective range of products that are based on biological, as 
opposed to chemical, action

products work in a wide range of temperature and pH conditions; 
all strains produce enzymes to degrade organic compounds 
e.g. fats, proteins and carbohydrates 

formulated to enable blending and manufacture of custom 
products; product offers maximum compatibility with a wide 
range of dyes and water-based fragrances

surfactants used in the formula are all readily biodegradable 
and are also degraded under anaerobic conditions

simple format that is easily dilutable in water; simple dilution 
format for easy calculation in formulation, easy to handle and 
store

Carpet and fabric care

Other pet care, garden and household products

Portable toilet and septic tank treatments

Odor controllers in a wide range of applications such as 
toilets, washrooms, household and pet care or waste 
container treatments e.g. dumpsters, skips etc.

Drain maintenance products


